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Abstract—Technological improvements have led to a rapid expansion of the digital realm, raising concerns about cyber security. The last ten years have seen an enormous rise in Internet applications, which has greatly raised the requirement for information network security. In the realm of cyber security, detecting anomalies efficiently and effectively is paramount to safeguarding digital assets and infrastructure. Traditional anomaly detection methods often struggle with the evolving landscape of cyber threats, particularly in distributed environments. To address this challenge, the research proposes a novel approach leveraging federated learning and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks. Federated learning permits training models across decentralised data sources without sacrificing data privacy, and LSTM networks are highly effective in identifying temporal correlations in sequential data, which makes them suitable for analysing cyber security time-series data. In this paper, the study presents the federated LSTM model architecture tailored for anomaly detection in distributed environments. By allowing model updates to be performed locally on individual devices or servers without sharing raw data, federated learning mitigates privacy concerns associated with centralized data aggregation. This decentralized approach not only safeguards sensitive information but also fosters collaboration among diverse stakeholders, empowering them to contribute to model improvement without relinquishing control over their data. Python software is used to implement the method.

The research demonstrates its effectiveness through experiments on real-world cyber security datasets, showcasing improved detection rates compared to traditional methods. When compared to RNN, SVM, and CNN, the suggested Fed LSTM method exhibits superior accuracy with 98.9%, which is 2.28% more advanced. Additionally, the research discusses the practical implications and scalability of our approach, highlighting its potential to enhance cyber security measures in distributed threat scenarios.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is projected that by 2030, there will be 500 billion devices linked to the Internet. For businesses, limitless Internet connectivity offers enormous convenience and opportunity [1]. But it also poses significant dangers to network security, as evidenced by the sharp rise in cybercrimes and network intrusions that has been documented in recent years. Gaining understanding of the typical sequence of attacks on networks and developing robust solutions to guarantee network security are essential in addressing concerns about network security [2]. AI and data science techniques are developing at a rapid pace, and these technologies have shown to be effective in resolving complicated problems [3]. Many AI-based networks anomaly recognition methods have been put forth in recent years to show how data science and AI techniques can be combined to address network security issues [4]. Big Data presents a huge opportunity in transforming the current manufacturing paradigm into smart manufacturing, as the volume of data generated in production continues to expand. It also enables us to have based on artificial intelligence IIoT solutions 5  that operate in real-time, are more precise and efficient, and work in real-time. A lot of attention is paid to robot technology. Inanimate creatures frequently carry out tasks without human assistance, such as gathering data from the surroundings, interacting with one another, and exchanging data. The machinery will be outnumbered when the human component takes control in the future. Applications of artificial intelligence can also be assessed; these show advancement by mimicking human mental processes [5]. In this context evaluating which of the options computer systems favor in order to concentrate on correct or incorrect outcomes, modifying them in accordance with these decisions, and ultimately dressing them
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up as a "humanized" structure as an idea. Sensors keep an eye on a smart manufacturing system, which uses sophisticated computing technology to oversee operations and increase system performance and product quality while cutting costs. Modern industrial control systems like these are essential to the functioning of national infrastructure like electricity grids and natural gas pipelines [6]. ICs can be used to control power switches, hydraulic valves, and other devices by issuing commands. As a result, any ICS malfunction could result in catastrophic financial loss or environmental damage. However, the rapid expansion of IIoT presents both enormous advantages and formidable obstacles to the development and deployment of ICs pertaining to cyber-security issues.

Therefore, it would have dire repercussions if hackers managed to take over the computer network and take the data that is crucial to security, or if viruses and worms were to infiltrate and wipe out a factory's operating system. One of the main industries being attacked by various attacks nowadays is the IIoT-based Factory Control Systems. As a result, the issue of safeguarding IIoT systems from cyber-attacks is becoming more crucial to their architecture. Numerous methods have been suggested, including intrusion detection systems (IDS), firewalls, and antivirus software. But as threats get more complex, a method for detecting anomalies is required that can identify attacks promptly and precisely, but is also small enough to be used in industrial settings with IoT devices that have limited processing capability [7]. The primary source of an attack on security is intrusion, wherein a malevolent person can quickly take or damage important data from the network system. Additionally, it may result in significant harm to IT infrastructure and additional financial losses. The challenge of keeping an eye on and distinguishing these types of network movements and actions from the typical behaviour of a network, which can have a negative effect on information system security, is known as network intrusion detection [8]. Intrusion prevention and detection are now at the forefront of the information security scene due to governments' and businesses' need for trustworthy solutions to safeguard the data they hold from unlawful accesses and disclosures. Denning [9] suggested using artificial intelligence approaches to analyse security events and discover anomalous usage patterns and invasions to construct an intrusion detection system. This concept gave rise to a new class of intrusion recognition systems, which relied less on constantly updating intrusion signatures and more on learning techniques. In the past thirty years, the traditional method of creating network anomalous detection models has been the application of ML techniques [10]. Deep Learning is a branch of ML that uses mathematical constructs resembling neurons to accomplish learning tasks. The research community has been using neural networks for many years, and its opinions have fluctuated over time.

Traditional approaches often fall short in addressing the dynamic nature of cyber threats, especially in distributed environments where data is generated and stored across various locations and devices. In response to these challenges, the concept of federated learning has emerged as a promising paradigm for collaborative model training across decentralized data sources while preserving data privacy and security. This paper presents a novel approach leveraging federated learning and LSTM networks for enhancing anomaly detection in cyber security. LSTM, a type of RNN, is well-applicable for taking temporal dependencies in sequential data, making it an ideal candidate for modelling complex patterns in cyber security datasets. Unlike standard RNNs, which suffer from the vanishing gradient problem due to the repeated multiplication of gradients during backpropagation, LSTM networks incorporate specialized memory cells and gating mechanisms to retain information over extended time intervals. LSTM networks are proficient in learning and recalling information over long sequences, making them particularly well-suited for tasks involving sequential data such as time series prediction, natural language processing, and, importantly, cyber security anomaly detection [11]. The ability of LSTM networks to capture temporal dependencies and recognize complex patterns in sequential data makes them an essential component of advanced anomaly detection systems in cyber security, enabling the detection of subtle deviations from normal behaviour that may indicate potential security threats. By integrating LSTM with federated learning, our proposed model enables distributed threat detection without the need to centralize sensitive data, thereby addressing privacy concerns and regulatory requirements. The core aim of the research is to create a robust anomaly detection system capable of effectively identifying malicious activities across distributed networks while ensuring data privacy and confidentiality. By harnessing the collective intelligence of edge devices and network nodes through federated learning, our approach empowers organizations to leverage their distributed data assets for enhancing cyber threat detection without compromising individual privacy or data sovereignty. This improves the model's stability and accuracy in dispersed contexts while adhering to strict data confidentiality regulations.

The key contribution of the proposed Federated LSTM study is as follows:

- Creation of an Innovative deep learning Federated - LSTM system that cleverly blends federated learning and long short-term memory. This approach improves the ability to precisely detect various types of network intrusion, marking a major advancement in predictive modelling for cyber security.

- Conducting extensive experiments using real-world datasets, including KDD 99, UNSW-NB15, and NSL-KDD, to assess the effectiveness and performance of the Federated LSTM architecture in detecting anomalies in distributed environments.

- Provide a framework for federated learning for the Fed-LSTM approach, leveraging creative approaches to data privacy to allow nodes to train together on models without exchanging sensitive raw data. This methodology represents a revolutionary advance in the preservation of data privacy, especially important in situations where substantial levels of confidentiality of information are required.

- Conduct a thorough assessment of the Federated-LSTM system using multiple structured datasets. This thorough testing confirms the model's resilience and efficacy in
identifying a variety of network intrusions by evaluating key performance metrics like recall, accuracy, precision, and F1 score.

The rest of the sections of this article are ordered as follows: In Section II, a synopsis of pertinent studies is provided. Section III contains the problem statement for the current system. The suggested Federated LSTM architecture and methodology for anomaly detection are explained in Section IV of the paper. Section V presents the study's findings together with the debate that followed. The conclusion of the proposed model and its potential uses are covered in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORKS

Elsayed et al. [12] suggested a hypermethod using the LSTM automatic encoding device and One-class SVM to identify anomalies-based assaults in an unstable dataset. The LSTM-auto encoder is trained to detect the latent characteristics, or compacted form of the information being provided, and recognize a typical traffic pattern before sending the input information to an OC-SVM technique. The drawbacks of the standalone OC-SVM, such as its limited capacity to function with large and high-dimensional datasets, are addressed by the hybrid model. Furthermore, we run our tests using the latest Intrusion Detection System (IDS) dataset for SDN settings, called InSDN. The findings demonstrate that the suggested model offers a greater detection rate and greatly shortens processing times. Therefore, we can be very confident that our approach will protect SDN networks from traffic that is malicious. While this is a frequent practice in anomaly detection techniques, it could make it more difficult for the model to identify new or unknown threats that deviate significantly from the typical traffic patterns found during training.

The effectiveness of network behaviour anomaly detection (NBAD) has been greatly enhanced by the use of ML as well as deep learning techniques. However, the hand-picked feature vectors used by the current machine learning-based NBAD algorithms to identify network behaviours are not adaptable enough to new attack categories or changing cyber environments, which leads to low accuracy. Low scalability has also been caused by the large-scale and high-dimensional data sets, which have greatly increased the training, retraining, and detection times. An effective NBAD method that utilizes DBNs and LSTM networks was suggested by Chen et al. [13]. Initially, a DBN is used in a nonlinear reduction of dimension technique to automatically train features in order to minimize the dimensions of the initial information while maintaining accuracy. Then, an LSTM network with a straightforward topology is used to acquire the categorization results. The results of multiple trials show that the proposed method is effective in acquiring characteristics with high accuracy, generates results rapidly, and changes the model easily. The disadvantage is that, in order to train these models, significant processing power and volumes of data are usually needed, which may not be practical or accessible in all network setups.

An ensemble approach based on the stacking generalization principle and deep models like the DNN and LSTM is presented by Dutta et al. [14]. The method applies a two-step process to the detection of network anomalies in order to increase the capacity of the suggested methodology. For the feature engineering experiment, a Deep Sparse Auto Encoder is used in the first stage of data pre-processing. For classification, an ensemble stacking learning strategy is used in the second phase. The effectiveness of the technique presented in this article is evaluated using a diversity of datasets. The findings from the assessment of the suggested methodology are spoken about. The statistical significance is examined and contrasted with the most advanced methods available for detecting network anomalies. The key disadvantage is that integrating different machine learning algorithms may increase system complexity, which could make it harder to understand and maintain.

An Intrusion Detection System (IDS) specifically created for SG settings utilizing the Transmission Control Protocol, or TCP, and DNP3 protocols is presented by Siniosoglou et al. [15]. A unique Auto encoder-GAN architecture is used by the proposed intrusion detection system (IDS) MEnSA to identify operational irregularities and categorize DNP3 and Modbus/TCP cyber-attacks. Specifically, MEnSA incorporates the previously described DNNs into a shared architecture while accounting for the reconstruction discrepancy and adversarial loss. The suggested IDS is tested in four actual SG assessment environments: the SG lab, substations, hydro power plant, and power plant. It successfully resolves a difficult multiclass classification problem with 14 classes and an outlier identification (also known as anomaly detection) problem. Moreover, MEnSA is able to distinguish between five cyber-attacks directed at DNP3. The evaluation's findings show that MEnSA is more effective than other ML and DL techniques in terms of metrics. The disadvantage is that for implementation and adjustment, the architectures usually ask for a large amount of processing power and knowledge. Furthermore, MEnSA's efficacy in identifying cyber-attacks and operating irregularities in SG contexts is promising; however, this may be constrained by the caliber and accessibility of training data.

In order to create a reliable anomaly detection model, Ikram et al. suggested stacking a variety of DNN models, including LSTM, MLP, and Back propagation Network. The UNSW-NB15 and a campus-generated dataset are the two datasets used to analyse the ensemble model's performance. The VIT_SPARC20 dataset contains additional categories of traffic, such as encryption and decrypted malicious traffic, regular encrypted traffic, and unencrypted normal traffic. Deep learning models classify encrypted normal and illicit traffic of VIT_SPARC20 without first decrypting its contents, protecting the transmitted data's confidentiality and integrity. XGBoost combines every deep learning model's output to attain greater accuracy. It is deduced from the experimental study that UNSW_NB yields a maximum accuracy of 99.5%. In regards to accuracy, precision, and recall, VIT_SPARC20 performs at a 99.4% level, 98% and 97%, in that order. Without having to decrypt the contents of the packets, LSTM can be incredibly useful in classifying the packets into different categories. Furthermore, it does not impose any constraints on the variables being used and has the ability to predict new forms of assaults for which the model has not been trained through learning from complicated relations between the features. In order to
demonstrate efficiency and other derived metrics, the suggested model is contrasted with the current deep learning ensembles.

Liu et al. [16] developed a new-fangled communiqué-efficient on-device FL-based anomaly recognition structure. To be more precise, the FL framework was created to allow distributed edge devices to jointly train an anomaly recognition method that enhances the model's capacity for generalization. Second, in order to precisely identify anomalies, we suggest a CNN-LSTM model based on the Attention Mechanism. By capturing significant fine-grained characteristics using CNN units based on attention mechanisms, the AMCNN-LSTM model avoids gradient dispersion issues and memory loss. Additionally, this model keeps the benefits of the Long Short-Term Memory unit for time series data prediction. To enhance communication efficiency and better align the suggested framework with the timeliness of commercial detection of anomalies, a gradient compression technique that utilizes Top-k selection was proposed. Comprehensive experiment investigations on four real-world data sets show that, in comparison to the federated learning system that lacks the gradient compression technique, the suggested framework can detect anomalies reliably and promptly while also reducing the communication cost by 50%. Variations in the distribution or quality of data among edge devices affect the model's performance and capacity for generalization, which could result in inconsistent anomaly detection accuracy between various contexts or devices.

In the Du et al.[17], NIDS-CNNLSTM is developed for the IIoT wireless sensing scenario. Its purpose is to efficiently separate and recognize network traffic data and guarantee the safety of the IIoT's equipment and operation. NIDS-CNNLSTM learns and classifies the features chosen by the CNN, integrates the potent learning capabilities of neural networks with long-term short-term memory in time series data, and validates the applicability based on binary categorization and multi-classification situations. The three dataset’s verification accuracy, training loss, and accuracy rate all exhibit excellent convergence and level, and the precision rate while classifying different types of traffic is high. The models suggested in earlier research have not been able to match the overall efficacy of NIDS-CNNLSTM. Experimental results demonstrate a low false alarm rate, a high discovery rate, and grouping accuracy. Large-scale, multi-scenario network information in the IIoT is better suited for it. The main drawback is that deep learning models like CNN-LSTM were computationally intensive, especially when dealing with large-scale and high-dimensional data such as network traffic data.

The reviewed literature showcases various approaches to network anomaly detection utilizing ML and deep learning techniques. While these methods demonstrate promising results in enhancing detection rates and reducing processing times, they come with several limitations. One common challenge is the adaptability of models to new or unknown threats, as they heavily rely on training data reflecting typical traffic patterns. Additionally, scalability issues arise with large-scale and high-dimensional datasets, leading to increased training and detection times. Integration of multiple learning algorithms can elevate system complexity, hindering understanding and maintenance efforts. Moreover, implementing deep learning models may demand significant processing power and data volumes, posing practical constraints in certain network setups. Distribution variations among edge devices in federated learning frameworks could lead to inconsistent anomaly detection accuracy across contexts or devices. Despite their effectiveness, deep learning models like CNN-LSTM can be computationally intensive, especially when dealing with extensive network traffic data.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Conventional anomaly detection techniques encounter many difficulties in the field of cyber security, especially in distributed contexts where data is dispersed among several devices or locations. Scalability, flexibility against new threats, and communication efficiency are common problems with current techniques. The problem statement revolves around the need for robust and privacy-preserving anomaly detection in distributed environments, particularly within the realm of cyber security [18]. Traditional approaches face difficulties related to data privacy and scalability, prompting the exploration of federated learning techniques. Thus, a novel technique that tackles these problems and offers improved anomaly detection capabilities in distributed cyber security environments is desperately needed. The goal is to develop an architecture that leverages Federated LSTM models to collaboratively train across decentralized nodes while safeguarding sensitive data. This involves addressing issues such as varying feature scales, vanishing and exploding gradients, and ensuring effective anomaly detection in time series data. The objective is to devise a methodology that enhances detection accuracy while maintaining data privacy, scalability, and suitability for real-world cybersecurity applications.

IV. PROPOSED FEDERATED LSTM MODEL FOR ENHANCED ANOMALY DETECTION IN CYBER SECURITY

The methodology begins with the data collection process whereby data is obtained from three specified datasets that have some pertinent attributes for anomaly detection study. Follow-up pre-processing includes normalization of the data especially the numerical data through min-max normalization hence making the training of the model even more effective. Next, the structure of Federated LSTM for Anomaly Detection is explained to train models at the edge nodes, prevent the leakage of data and implement differential privacy and encryption. FL is proposed to address privacy challenges by performing model construction on smart devices and synchronizing only the model parameters with a central server. Containment of gradients is done in Federated LSTM architecture through memory block and gate structures that are alluded for optimum the anomaly detection in the time series data. Anomaly detection is done by computing anomaly scores from the reconstruction errors vectors and is considered anomalous if it meets certain threshold values. In general, this methodology combines an acquisition of the data, the pre-processing of the data, and architectural distinctive features that provide an efficient and privacy-preserved anomaly detection in the environments discussed above. The block diagram of the federated LSTM is described in the below Fig. 1 hereby is presented.
A. Dataset Collection

1) NSL-KDD Dataset 1: The secondary source is where this dataset was obtained [19]. It is made up of particular entries from the KDD 99 data set. Random sampling is not necessary because of the smaller dataset size. The percentage of entries in the KDD99 dataset is inversely related to the chosen records in every category of the NSL-KDD dataset. Diverse ML techniques have varying degrees of accuracy over a wider range, which leads to a more precise assessment for various models. There are 125,970 instances in the training dataset and 22,5440 samples in the test dataset. There are four types of attacks in it: DoS, R2L, U2R, Probe, and a Standard class.

2) KDD-99 Dataset 2: The Kaggle website provided the dataset [13]. It is an extremely widely used dataset in IDS studies. This dataset is a subset of DARPA-98 and consists of 41 feature vectors with both category and numeric properties. There are five classes in the dataset: R2L, U2R, DoS and Probe Assault. With the exception of the Normal class, the other four groups represent assault instances.

3) UNSW-NB15 Dataset 3: This dataset is taken from the secondary source [20]. The UNSW Canberra Cyber Range Lab's IXIA Perfect Storm tool formed the fresh packets from the UNSW-NB 15 dataset’s network in order to create a combination of real-world modern normal activities and manufactured modern attack behaviours. There are nine different kinds of attacks in this dataset: worms, reconnaissance, shell code, DoS, backdoors, fuzzers, and exploits. In order to produce a total of 49 features with the class label, twelve algorithms are constructed and the Argus and Bro-IDS tools are utilized.

B. Min-Max Normalization for Data Pre-Processing

By removing the effects of varying scales among features, normalization shortens the time it takes to train a model. Following the relocation of outliers, the min-max normalization is applied. Min-max normalisation, also known as features scaling, is a method for converting mathematical data into a range, usually between 0 and 1. This process is applied to each feature, or column, in the dataset [21]. Min-max normalization, a basic data preparation technique used in identifying anomalies in the sets of data provided using a federated LSTM Model, is the scaling of numerical data within a specific range, often between 0 and 1. This method ensures that any additional data values are rescaled linearly with respect to this range and that, in the absence of an explicit equation, the dataset’s lowest and maximum values are transformed to 0 and 1, respectively [22]. By calculating the feature or column’s lowest and maximum values, eliminating the minimal value, and dividing by the range of values, the normalization procedure adjusts each data point independently. The min-max normalization is represented by Eq. (1) and Eq. (2).

\[ Y_{\text{std}} = \frac{Y - Y_{\text{min}}}{Y_{\text{max}} - Y_{\text{min}}} \]  
\[ Y_{\text{scaled}} = Y_{\text{std}} \times (\text{max} - \text{min}) + \text{min} \]  

By doing this, you can be sure that the values that fall between will be scaled linearly to match the transformation of the lowest value to 0 and the highest value to 1. This normalization method is particularly useful when features have different scales since it ensures uniformity among the features and supports the performance of the ML model during training.
C. Architecture of Federated LSTM for Anomaly Detection

The federated approach enables us to train the LSTM model collaboratively across multiple decentralized nodes, each retaining its own sensitive data, without the want to share the raw data centrally. Federated learning guarantees data privacy and safety while harnessing the collective understanding from various resources to improve the model’s robustness and generalization capability. The study appoint a sequential training strategy wherein each nearby node trains its LSTM model on its respective information subset and periodically exchanges version updates with a central coordinator. This coordinator aggregates the local version updates to iteratively refine the global LSTM model, which encapsulates insights from the whole federated network. The Federated LSTM model presents a novel approach to anomaly detection in cyber security, comprising client-side and server-side components. At the client-side, individual devices or network nodes host their LSTM models, processing and analyzing local data streams consisting of logs, network traffic, and system events. The privacy of sensitive data is maintained as it remains on the client-side, with continuous learning facilitated by the LSTM model. Concurrently, the server orchestrates federated learning, ensuring model updates without direct access to raw data. It distributes global model parameters to all participating clients, which are then used to train local LSTM models. Updated parameters, or gradients, are sent back to the server for aggregation, facilitating iterative model improvement over multiple rounds. This process, devoid of centralized data, enhances cyber security while preserving privacy. Efficient communication protocols are pivotal for secure parameter exchange between the server and clients, minimizing overhead. Model aggregation techniques, such as averaging or Federated Averaging, consolidate parameters received from diverse clients, augmenting the global model’s efficacy. Continuous evaluation and monitoring, gauging metrics like accuracy and false positive rates, ensure the model’s efficacy in detecting anomalies, fostering adaptability to evolving threats.

Additionally, strategies such as differential privacy and encryption were incorporated to the addition of safeguard sensitive information in the course of version aggregation and communication. This novel federated LSTM framework not only effectively enhances anomaly detection accuracy but also additionally addresses the scalability and privacy concerns inherent in conventional centralized processes, making it well-suited for real-world cyber security applications in distributed environments.

To perform at their best, deep learning models require an adequate supply of training data. This data is frequently utilized to create a global model by transmitting information from distributed sensors to a centralized server. Concerns regarding data protection, however, might make data exchange difficult, if not impossible, across numerous locations and companies. It becomes more challenging to create efficient algorithms with multi-party data while preserving data privacy. In recent years FL has been proposed as a potential solution to these privacy issues. FL was first suggested by McMahan et al. in 2016. Essentially, FL uses a distributed learning methodology to minimize the risk of data leakage while facilitating team training across numerous devices. Edge computers have the capacity to carry out more computing tasks as a result of the growth of edge computing, creating an environment that is inherently FL-friendly. Since everyone involved trains the local model using local data, the FL task avoids the need to gather a sizable amount of raw data. Only the model weights are sent to a central server. After multiple iterations, a global design is generated, eliminating any potential privacy issues.

A certain quantity of private data must be combined and examined at central servers in order to use LSTM during the training phase utilizing conventional deep learning techniques. This raises the possibility of data privacy breaches throughout the training phase. In order to overcome these privacy concerns, federated deep learning a jointly distributed deep learning paradigm was presented as a way for edge devices to build a global model without sharing raw training data, all while retaining the training datasets locally. Initialization, Aggregation, and Update phases make up the three stages of the FL method. During the setup stage, let’s say that FL has N edge devices, and each edge device receives a pre-trained global model $\omega_t$ from the public datasets via a parameter aggregator, also known as a cloud aggregator. After that, each device trains and refines the global model $\omega_t$ in every iteration using a local dataset $B_k$ of size $B_k$. The aggregator gathers local gradients provided by the edge nodes during the aggregation phase. To do this, the following Eq. (3) represents the loss function to be improved is used.

$$\min_{y \in \mathcal{D}_k} P_k(y) = \frac{1}{B_k} \sum_{i \in \mathcal{D}_k} E z_i \sim B_k f(y; z_i) + \lambda h(y) \quad (3)$$

Where $h(\cdot)$ serves as a regularize functions of k, $f(\cdot)$ represents the local loss function for k, and $z_i$ is a sample taken from the localized dataset $B_k$ on the k device. Additionally, $y \in \{0, 1\}$. A different global model $\omega_{t+1}$ is obtained for the following repetition by the cloud aggregator using the Fed AVG procedure during the update phase. As a result, in Eq. (4)

$$\omega_{t+1} \leftarrow \omega_t + \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{N} P^n_{t+1}$$

Where $\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{N} P^n_{t+1}$ indicates an average aggregation (i.e., Fed AVG method) and $\sum_{i=1}^{N} P^n_{t+1}$ indicates the aggregation of model updates. The aforementioned procedure is repeated by the cloud aggregator and edge devices till the global model converges. Through the decoupling of training models from direct accessibility to the raw data used for training on edge nodes, this approach dramatically lowers the risks associated with privacy leaks. Fig. 2 shows the architectural diagram of the federated LSTM is given below.
Long short-term memory has been added to RNNs through improvements. As a substitute to conventional RNN units, the LSTM proposes memory blocks to handle the problem of expanding and disappearing gradients. The study employ LSTM variation of a RNN to enable accurately anticipate the sensing time series data to sense anomalies. A well-constructed "gate" structure is used by LSTM to add or delete information from the cell's state. Information can be passed selectively using the "gate" structure.

An LSTM network can recall information from the past and draw connections with present data. An input to the gate, a gate to forget, and a gate for output are connected to an LSTM [23]. The input is denoted by \( x_t \), by \( A_t \) and \( A_{t-1} \), denotes new and last state respectively, and the recent and prior outputs by \( z_t \) and \( z_{t-1} \).

The following forms illustrate the LSTM input gate idea.

\[
\begin{align*}
    j_t &= \sigma(Y_t \cdot [z_{t-1}, y_t] + b_j) \\
    \tilde{A}_t &= \tanh(Y_t \cdot [z_{t-1}, y_t] + b_j) \\
    A_t &= f_t A_{t-1} + j \tilde{A}_t
\end{align*}
\]

where, \( z_{t-1} \) and \( y_t \) are passed via a sigmoid layer in Eq. (5) to identify which bit of information ought to be added. After \( z_{t-1} \) and \( y_t \) have passed through the tanz layer, more information is obtained using Eq. (6) in this case. The currently available information, \( \tilde{A}_t \), and the long-term storage data, \( A_{t-1} \) into \( A_t \) are combined in Eq. (7). A sigmoid output is indicated by \( Y_t \), while a tanz output is shown by \( \tilde{A}_t \). In this case, \( Y_t \) represents the weight matrices, while \( b_t \) is the bias of the LSTM input gate. The resultant dot and sigmoid layer can then selectively pass information through the LSTM's forget gate. The decision to remove pertinent data from a previous cell is made with a given probability. To decide whether to save pertinent data from a previous cell with a specific possibility, apply Eq. (8) The weight matrix is represented by \( Y_t \), the offset by \( b_f \), and the sigmoid function by \( \sigma \). \( Q_t \) is represented in Eq. (9) is the output gate at time step \( t \). \( z_t \) is the cell state represented in Eq. (10).

\[
\begin{align*}
    f_t &= \sigma(Y_t \cdot [z_{t-1}, y_t] + b_f) \\
    Q_t &= \sigma(X_t \cdot [z_{t-1}, y_t] + b_o) \\
    z_t &= P_t \tanh(A_t)
\end{align*}
\]

Where the weighted matrices \( Y_o \) and the LSTM bias \( b_o \), respectively, represent the output gate. It is represented in Eq. (11) and Eq. (12).

\[
\begin{align*}
    y_t^{j+1}, y_t^{j+2}, \ldots, y_t^n &\rightarrow f^{(c)} [y_t^{j+1}, y_t^{j+2}, \ldots, y_t^n] \\
    B_n &= (\beta_n - \mu)^T \sigma^{-1}(\beta_n - \mu)
\end{align*}
\]

A point in a sequence can be predicted to be "anomalous" or "normal" in an unsupervised scenario if \( B_n > \zeta \) (\( \zeta = \max F_\theta = (1+\theta^2)\times P \times R \)). Fig. 3 shows the mechanism of the proposed Federated LSTM and Fig. 4 shows the flow chart of the proposed model is given below.
**Federated Averaging Algorithm (FedAvg.)**

Initialize weights $\omega_0$ of the global model $N$

for each round $t$ do

$S_t \leftarrow$ randomly selected $n$ clients

Send model $N$ to $S_t$ clients

for each client $k$ do

$\omega_{k}^{t+1} \leftarrow$ Update client $(\omega_t, k)$

$\omega_{t+1} \leftarrow$ PM $m=1$ $nm$ $Lm(\omega)$

end

Send model $N$ to all clients

At client: Client Update$(k, \omega_t)$ procedure

$B \leftarrow P_k$ is split into batches $B$ of size $bS$

for every epoch $e < E$ do

for batch $b \in B$ do

$\omega \leftarrow \omega - \eta L(\omega)$

end

send $\omega$ to server

end

end

---

Fig. 3. Mechanism of the federated LSTM.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A comprehensive analysis of the conclusions and findings from the experimental assessment of anomaly identification to improve cyber security is provided in the results section. The results and discussion section of the study encompasses the findings obtained from empirical evaluations, comparisons with existing approaches, and the implications of the proposed Federated LSTM architecture for anomaly detection in distributed environments. To locate the anomaly, three distinct datasets are consulted. Python programming language and the Windows 10 operating system are being used. This next statistic was used to assess the efficiency of the model.

A. Performance Metrics

1) Accuracy: Comparing the actual labels for the test dataset with the predicted class labels produced by LSTM in order to determine the accuracy. If the projected label matches the actual label \( f \) in the test dataset, increase the “Number of Correct Predictions” then divide this count by the “Total Number of Predictions”.

Accuracy is determined by the following Eq. (13)

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{RN+RP}{RP+AP+RN+AN} \tag{13}
\]

2) Precision: Precision is a frequently assessed metrics in detection problems, primarily in ML and statistics. It assesses a system’s ability to make optimistic calculations about the future. The ratio of correct estimates to all reliable estimates is known as precision.

The precision in expressed in Eq. (14) is as follows:

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{\text{True Positives}}{\text{True Positives} + \text{False Positives}} \tag{14}
\]

The accuracy level is a number between 0 and 1, where 1 represents complete precision and 0 represents no right positive predictions.

3) Recall: True positive rate and sensitivity are other names for recall. The model’s capacity to accurately recognise each pertinent instance of a given class that exists in the dataset is necessary for effective detection. Out of all actual positive occurrences for a class, it calculates the proportion of true positive predictions, or accurately identified cases of that class. Recall is described mathematically by Eq. (15).

\[
\text{Recall(sensitivity)} = \frac{\text{True Positives}}{\text{True Positives} + \text{False Negatives}} \tag{15}
\]

4) F1-Score: A popular metric for assessing sorting models' performance in detection tasks is the F1 score, which is particularly useful for models that perform well in anomaly identification and prediction. When a dataset is imbalanced—that is, when one class greatly outnumbers the other—the F1 score comes in handy. The F1 score is evaluated using the Eq. (16)

\[
F1 \text{ Score} = 2 \times \frac{(\text{Precision} \times \text{Recall})}{(\text{Precision} + \text{Recall})} \tag{16}
\]
The F1 score provides a neutral and useful measure of both recall and precision that one should consider in your evaluation. It is a valuable statistic to employ when deciding between precision and recall, as is often the case in detection tasks.

Fig. 5 illustrates the training and testing accuracy of LSTM models for three distinct networks, labelled as Network A, Network B, and Network C, along with the Federated LSTM (Fed-LSTM) Model. In Fig. 5(a), (b), and (c), the study can observe the performance of individual LSTM models trained and tested on different network datasets. Each network likely represents a specific environment or context within the cyber security domain. The training accuracy measures how well the LSTM models fit the training data, while the testing accuracy indicates their performance on unseen data. Generally, the research aim for high testing accuracy to ensure the model's efficiency in real-world scenarios.
Fig. 6 illustrates the training and testing loss curves for three individual LSTM models trained on Network A, Network B, and Network C, respectively, as well as the Fed-CNN model. The training loss represents the error incurred during the model's training phase, while the testing loss reflects the model's performance on unseen data, providing insights into its generalization capabilities. In Fig. 6(a), (b), and (c), loss curves for the individual LSTM models on Networks A, B, and C using three different datasets show the convergence of the models during training. Ideally, both training and testing losses decrease over successive epochs, indicating that the models are effectively learning the underlying patterns in the data without over fitting. Discrepancies between the training and testing loss curves may indicate potential over fitting or under fitting issues, highlighting the importance of proper regularization techniques and model tuning.

![Training and testing loss of LSTM model](image)

The suggested model's metrics are displayed in Table I and it is graphically illustrated in Fig. 8. It shows the Accuracy (98.9%), Precision (98.2%) Recall (98.80%) and F1-score (98.08%) of the fed LSTM approach with other methods. The accuracy of the suggested method Federated LSTM is greater than the traditional approaches RNN (94.64%), SVM (97.00%), CNN (98.43%) and Proposed Federated LSTM (98.9%).

![ROC of the proposed fed LSTM model](image)
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Table I. Comparison of the Performance Metrics of Existing Methods and Suggested Method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>Precision (%)</th>
<th>Recall (%)</th>
<th>F1Score (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RNN [24]</td>
<td>94.64</td>
<td>93.60</td>
<td>92.24</td>
<td>92.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM [25]</td>
<td>97.00</td>
<td>96.78</td>
<td>94.08</td>
<td>94.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN [26]</td>
<td>98.43</td>
<td>96.20</td>
<td>96.50</td>
<td>96.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Federated LSTM</td>
<td>98.9</td>
<td>98.2</td>
<td>98.80</td>
<td>98.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7 presents the ROC of the Federated LSTM model. The ROC is a representation that illustrates the trade-off between the sensitivity and the specificity across different threshold values for detection tasks. In anomaly detection in cybersecurity, the ROC curve of the Fed LSTM model provides insights into its discrimination ability between normal and anomalous network activities. The curve plots the TPR against the FPR at various decision thresholds.

![ROC](image)

The ROC curve of the Fed LSTM model provides insights into its discrimination ability between normal and anomalous network activities. The curve plots the TPR against the FPR at various decision thresholds.

### Table I: Comparison of the Performance Metrics of Existing Methods and Suggested Method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>Precision (%)</th>
<th>Recall (%)</th>
<th>F1Score (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RNN [24]</td>
<td>94.64</td>
<td>93.60</td>
<td>92.24</td>
<td>92.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM [25]</td>
<td>97.00</td>
<td>96.78</td>
<td>94.08</td>
<td>94.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN [26]</td>
<td>98.43</td>
<td>96.20</td>
<td>96.50</td>
<td>96.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Federated LSTM</td>
<td>98.9</td>
<td>98.2</td>
<td>98.80</td>
<td>98.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table II presents accuracy scores of different anomaly detection methods on various datasets: NSL-KDD, KDD-99, and UNSW-NB15. However, the Federated LSTM model outperforms all methods, achieving the highest accuracies across all networks, showcasing its effectiveness in collaborative learning while preserving data confidentiality and safety, making it a promising approach for enhancing cyber security in distributed environments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Accuracies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NSL-KDD (Network A)</td>
<td>92.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KDD-99 (Network B)</td>
<td>94.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNSW-NB15 (Network C)</td>
<td>94.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>82.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNN</td>
<td>97.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autoencoder, SVM</td>
<td>96.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federated LSTM</td>
<td>97.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

One potential approach to addressing the difficulties associated with distributed threat detection is the Federated LSTM Model for Enhanced Anomaly Detection in Cyber Security. The model shows enhanced anomaly detection capabilities across remote networks while maintaining data confidentiality and privacy by utilizing federated learning approaches and LSTM neural networks. It has been demonstrated through testing and assessment to perform better than conventional centralized methods, providing more scalability and effectiveness in identifying cyber threats. Through experimentation and evaluation, using real-world datasets, to assess the effectiveness and performance of the Federated LSTM architecture in detecting anomalies in distributed environments. The model has demonstrated superior anomaly detection capabilities compared to traditional centralized approaches, while ensuring data privacy and security across distributed networks. Future refinements could include optimizing model architectures, adapting it for real-time detection scenarios, integrating with edge computing infrastructure for localized processing, and enhancing adversarial robustness. Additionally, exploring collaborative threat intelligence sharing and interoperability standards would further enhance the model's effectiveness and facilitate wider adoption in cyber security applications. Overall, continued research and development in this area hold great promise for improving cyber security posture and mitigating evolving threats in our increasingly interconnected digital landscapes.
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